Where to eat:
Restaurant ”Solnechniy Kamen” (“Sun
Stone”)
The restaurant is located in the
Rossgarten Gate, built in 1852-1855. The
first fish restaurant in Kaliningrad was
opened here. The menu includes famous
Koenigsberg dish Koenigsberger Klopse.
The restaurant interior will amaze
anyone with its uniqueness.
Vasilevskogo Sq., tel.: 53-91-06
Daily: 12.00 – 02.00
Restaurant “Reduit”
Here you can taste impeccable dishes of
European cuisine and freshly brewed
beer. The interior recreates the
atmosphere of a German baronial castle.
27 Litovskiy Val St., tel.: 46-94-01
Daily: 12.00 – 00.00, Saturday, Sunday:
12.00 – 01.00

Regional Tourism
Information Center
4 Prospekt Mira St.
tel.: +7 (4012) 555-200
www.visit-kaliningrad.ru

Tourist route
«Museum Values»

Souvenirs:
In each museum you can buy exquisite
souvenirs, which will remind you of your
wonderful trip to the Amber region.
How to get there:
From the Blindage Museum to the
Friedland Gate: bus stop "Hotel
‘Kaliningrad’" by buses №3, 9, 12, 14, 30,
44, and 101; route taxis №66 and 70 to
bus stop "Friedland Gate”.
From the Museum of the World Ocean to
the Immanuel Kant Museum in the
Cathedral: bus stop “Sport complex
“Yunost’” by buses №45 and 49; route
taxi №77.

Kaliningrad has earned a reputation of a
major museum center. There are over 10 museums
just in the city center of Kaliningrad and each of
them reveals a particular side of the history
and identity of the city. Many museums in
Kaliningrad are unique in its kind, and have no
analogues in Russia.

6. King’s Gate
The exposition in the museum is devoted to Peter the
Great’s visit to Koenigsberg during the Great Diplomatic
Mission.
Daily 11.00 – 19.00, Closed: Monday, Tuesday
112 Frunze St., tel.: 58-12-72
7. Amber museum
The only museum of amber in Russia was opened in 1979.
It isth situated in the Dohna Tower, built in the middle of the
19 century as a part of Koenigsberg defense fortifications.
Great variety of “sun stones” in the museum accounts for
over 1000 samples: of various weights, forms, colours,
degree of transparency and containing various insects and
plant inclusions. The museum also houses decorations and
amber objects from the Neolithic age to present days.
Moreover, here you
will find unique works of amber dated
th
back to the 17-18 centuries – the golden age of amber
processing, reconstructions of the famous Amber Room,
made by Saint Petersburg renovators.
Daily 10.00-19.00 (summer), 10.00-18.00 (winter), Closed:
Monday
1 Vasilevskogo Sq., tel.: 46-15-63
How to get there: from bus station at “Piramida”
(“Pyramid”) shopping centre in Victory Sq., bus №32, 37,
11, 21
1. Kaliningrad Regional Museum of History and Art
The Kaliningrad Regional Museum of History and Art was
founded in 1946, the same year as the foundation of the
region. The museum’s collection includes over 120
thousand items. The exposition is devoted to the nature
and history of the region, wide archeological collection and
the events of the WWII in the region. There are many
works of artists from Kaliningrad, Russia and foreign
countries, displayed in the exhibition halls. Apart from the
main building, the museum also owns 6 other expositions:
Sculpture Park, Blindage Museum, 43 Army command
post, Fort №5, Kristionis Donelaytis Musem.
Daily 10.00-18.00, Closed: Monday
Klinicheskaya str. 1, tel.: 45-38-44
2. Blindage Museum
The Blindage Museum is situated in a one-story reinforced
concrete bomb shelter, built in February 1945. In March
1945 command staff of German army under the command
of Otto Lyash moved in the bunker. The exposition of the
museum, situated in the bunker, is devoted to the assault
on Koenigsberg.

Here you will find schematic maps of soviet military units
and formations, layouts and dioramas recreating certain
episodes of crucial moments of the assault. In one of the
rooms, the scenery of the German commandant’s Otto
Lyash signing of capitulation is recreated.
Daily: 10.00 – 17.00
3 Universitetskaya St., tel.: 45-39-02
4. Museum of the World Ocean
It is the first complex maritime museum in Russia. Its
expositions are devoted to navigation, marine flora and
fauna, geology and hydrology of the World Ocean, as well
as marine library and functioning ecological station.
There are also museums such as ship “Vityaz”, “Cosmonaut
Viktor Patsaev”, and submarine B-413, which are open for
visitors. The museum has a collection of old canons and
anchors, and a skeleton of cachalot. The museum’s branch
– icebreaking ship “Krasin” is situated in Saint Petersburg.
Daily 10.00-18.00; closed: Monday, Tuesday
1 Peter the Great Quay, tel.:53-89-15
5. Koenigsberg Cathedral and Immanuel Kant Museum
You can learn about the history of the cathedral and
Immanuel Kant’s life by visiting constantly ongoing
expositions “The history of island Kneiphof”, “Immanuel
Kant and Koenigsberg”, “Koenigsberg Cathedral.
Resurrection from the ruins”.
Daily 09.00 – 17.00
Island of Kant (1 Kanta St.), tel.: 63-17-05
3. Friedland Gate
The museum of Friendland Gate is the only municipal
museum in Kaliningrad, devoted to the history of pre-war
Koenigsberg. The museum is situated inside the cultural
monument – Friedland Gate, which was a part of the
Koenigsberg
second defense line, built in the middle of the
th
19 century. The museum organizes interesting and
informative virtual walks along the streets of old
Koenigsberg. It allows seeing what Koenigsberg looked like
in 1895-1910.
st
th
The exposition “Koenigsberg of the 1 half stof the 20
century”
shows the life of the citizens in the 1 half of the
th
20 century and the exposition “Civilization begins with
sewerage” tells about the history of water supply system
and sewerage from ancient to present times.
Daily: 10.00 – 18.00
30 Dzerzhinskogo St., tel.: 64-40-20

